Come to the meeting ....to stop the slave trade.

7. 30 p.m. Saturday 11th August 1795
Brunswick Methodist Church, Newcastle-upon-Tyne

Don’t let them end their life like this.

Get your idea and let’s post it to the slave owners and tell that the slave trade is not right!!!

Hear the slave trade discussion

Slave trade

Toyaha Chowdhury
Earl Grey

He got more to get involved in voting and he was able to stop slavery.

A school rule that fits in with the work of Earl Grey is that there should be no bullying comes back.

You should always be nice to because they will then be nice to you [your kindness comes back].

Some more men got mighty vote and the slaves were freed.

On Grey’s Monument it says he campaigned peace and freedom.

Sunderland had to get its first M.P from Earl Grey.

Toyaha Chowdhury
Captured

I went out of the village, because I needed to get some wood to help my mum.

It was dangerous because men were looking for slaves to capture.

On the way back to the village I meet some person, I meet the slave owners.

I thought these horrible men were nightmare ghosts and they put me in a net and chained me up.

If this really happened to me I would feel it’s the end of the world for me.

The ordinary people of Britain, including Tyneside, might help me to get free.

Toyaha Chowdhury